Arran Community Land Initiative Trustees Meeting
Thursday the 8th of August 2019 at 4:30pm
at the Hub
Present- Nick Burgess, Rob Cowieson, Jill Wilkinson, Jo Godwin.
Apologies- Keith Robertson
1.
2.

Previous Minutes
Minutes from the previous meeting of 4th of July 2019 were
approved as an accurate record.
Actions/Matters arising from 4/7/19
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Rob to arrange a meeting with Shirley Mclauglin soon after
the schools have returned.
George Watson’s college- Have paid the required sum of
£222. Matter now closed.
Grant tracker- Jo now using grant tracker tokeep on top of
grant spend.
Sheep rental- Paid and Sheep no longer on land. Matter
closed.
Locality Partnership- Rob as yet unable to meet with Ellen
McMaster. Rob to keep trying.
Outdoor and woodland learning- Nick advised that in his
opinion acli were not in a strong enough position to prepare
and sustain a coordinated plan of educational activity as per
owl processes. We were also currently expending time and
energy pursuing rural payments planning and payments
which may allow us to consider owl in due course. We may
also want to pursue such a programme in partnership with
other environmental charities/bodies on Arran to underpin
sustainability. The trustees agreed to postpone following up
owl until our own position on a stronger footing.
Summer children activities- Nick spoke with Darren. In
previous years acli had more staffing resources to run
children’s events. Darren felt that attempting to run one or
two events was a step too far for him and acli.
Outdoor centre- Rob to speak with centre manager about
potential activities.
Allotment contacts- see substantive discussion notes below.
Bank mandate- Revised details submitted to the bank. Jo
and Nick are now signatories.
Toilet part-Rob and Nick spoke with Jim and he is agreeable
to trying to fix the broken part.
Rural payments- Action complete and acli registered with
Scottish government.
Garden Party future- Posters have bed re-done and
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distributed.
AgendaFinancial report and grantsBalance today is £9444. We have £647 still to be spent from an
initial £1000 agreed for horticultural and material purchases. It
appears unlikely that this will now be entirely spent. We agreed
that we needed the boardwalk completed soon and in the first
instance Nick to speak with Darren about him and Kieron spending
some additional hours doing so.

NB

Allotment sub-group and leasesWe discussed the updated leases and associated documents. We
RC
suggested amendments and Rob to amend accordingly.
We agreed the followingPayments- All financial payments must be via the treasurer who will issue
and retain a copy of extant leases and personal financial information.
Inspections will be on a random basis by two trustees.
The annual leases start date to be moved from 1/7 to 1/2. Payment and
leases to be commensurate to new date. New leases to be issued as part
year to 1/2.
It was decided that as the formal business of lease renewal and payments
would henceforth be dealt with by the treasurer the formal nature of the
allotment sub-group in this task ceases. This would also streamline
exchange of financial data.
Rural PaymentsWe currently await the farm advisory service approving the funding of
the integrated plan. Once that approval is granted we have 4 months to
complete the plan with Alex Pirie.
Mountain Bike discussionRob and Nick informed the trustees of their discussion with Robert
McNeice of Arran mountain bikes.
- Robert asked if acli might be interested in working with the
Scottish land fund and Arran mountain bike club to purchase and
manage the Dyemill area.
The trustees decided that now was not the time to enter into
that process and take on the responsibility.
- We walked a route across acli and forest land with Robert to the
forest road. It is possible to make a route which allows bikers,
walkers and riders passage to the forest road. Rob advised that
he had since spoken with Andy Walker who had no objection to a
route being made across a few metres of forest land.
The trustees agreed in principle to cutting a usable path along
that route.
- We discussed with Robert the possibility of erecting jumps and
skills challenges for mountain bikers on acli land. Subsequently
Rob spoke with our insurers and Andy walker. The advice given
was that our insurance does not cover such jumps and if we
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know of any informal jumps we need to remove them. We would
need to enhance our insurance and comply with any inspection
and maintenance schedule.
We agreed that we would not currently promote such jumps or
equipment and simply open up a route from the Forest road.
AOCBBoardwalk- We are concerned at the need to complete the
boardwalk. The need to maintain the community garden area,
difficulties with volunteer days and weather has delayed
completion. We agreed to check how many hours Darren would
need to complete the boardwalk as additional to his current
contracted hours.
Drainage- Rob noted the poor drainage across the site and
undertook to speak in more detail with Johnny kelso.
Combat stress- Nick advised that he had been given information
about the work that combat stress may be able to offer charities
such as ours. Trustees agreed that Nick should follow this up.
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